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 TEXTILE FIBRES, YARNS, FABRICS
8. Estimation of Indigo on the Fibre.—This may be effected as
follows:
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'(a) on wool (Green, Gardner, Lloyd and Frank's Method).1 The
indigo is extracted with pyridine at the boiling point of the solvent in
Lloyd's extraction apparatus, shown in Fig. 105. This apparatus consists
of an outer tube D, within which is a tube A containing the cloth or yarn
to be tested. The outer tube D is connected at the bottom with the flask
B charged with the solvent and at the top with an air- or water-condenser
C. The inner tube may be of one of three forms, a, b and ct
that best suited to the class of material to be extracted being
chosen; form c is most generally applicable and most com-
monly used. Forms b and c have glass points fused to
their outer surface in order to furnish a passage for the
vapour of t\ie solvent.
The procedure is as follows.    From 3 to 15 grams of the
sample, i.e., a quantity sufficient to give o-03-o-io gram of
indigo, are packed loosely in the
inner tube A ; with heavily felted
cloth, it is advisable to cut the
material into small strips or
pieces. When the inner tube is
of the form c, a little white wool
or cotton wool is placed at the
bottom of the tube, the material
being then arranged so that the
$,	c passage of the condensed solvent
fig. 105.	proceeds regularly and  not  too
slowly   or   too   rapidly,  but in
such manner that a thin layer of liquid always covers the material.
The flask B containing the pyridine is heated on a metal gauze or on
an air-bath. The extraction is discontinued when the pyridine passes
through colourless; usually two hours are sufficient, but with thick or
heavily felted goods, four hours may be required. In the latter case it
is sometimes well, after an hour, to interrupt the extraction while the
material in the tube A is rearranged.
At the end of the distillation, the pyridine extract is reduced by distilla-
tion to about 20-30 c.c. The residue is then allowed to cool, a large pro-
portion of the indigo separating in the crystalline form with a bronze colour.
The precipitation is completed by heating the mass to boiling with 100 c.c,
of 50% alcohol, filtration being carried out through either a Gooch crucible
charged with filter-paper or asbestos or a glass tube containing glass-wool.
The filter should always be washed thoroughly beforehand with the liquids
subsequently used to wash the indigo, and then dried at 110° and weighed
before use. After filtration—which usually occupies only a few minutes,
especially with a Gooch crucible—the indigo on the filter is washed succes-
sively with hot 50% alcohol, hot 2% caustic soda solution, hot i% hydro-
chloric acid, hot water, alcohol, and lastly a mixture of alcohol and ether;
* A. G. Green : The Analysis of Dyestuffs, 1915, pp. 79 et seq*

